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T0 aZZ whom it may concern.‘ , 
Be it known that I, MERRITT O. CONWAY, 

of Syracuse, in the county of Onondaga, in 
the State of New York, have invented new and 
useful Improvements in Pneumatic Tires, of 
which the following, taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawings, is a full, clear, 
and exact description. 
This invention relates to the jackets or 

covers applied to the in?atable rubber tubes 
of pneumatic tires of bicycles and other ve 
hicles. I 

The object of the invention is to form said 
jackets and wheel-rims with means for more 
securely uniting the marginal portions of the 
jacket and at the same time fastening the 
same more securely to the rim of the wheel 
without necessitating the employment of ad 
ditional fastening devices; and to that end 
the invention consists in the improved con 
struction and combination of parts, as herein 
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in the claim. . 
In the annexed drawings, Figure 1 is a 

transverse section of a bicycle-tire attached 
to the rim of the wheel by devices embodying 
my invention. Fig. 2 is a transverse section 
showing the jacket in position for removing 
it from the rim, and Fig. 3 is a transverse sec 
tion of the jacket detached from the rim. 

Similar letters of reference indicate corre 
sponding parts. I 
R denotes the rim of the wheel, which rim 

is formed of wood and with a convexed sur 
face a on its inner side. The exterior of the 
rim is provided with the circumferential 
groove 0, which I preferably form with the 
transversely-straight base 0’ and with the 
overhanging continuous ?anges c c, which 
form undercut side walls of the groove. 
These ?anges or side walls I form with re 
verse-curved inner surfaces, as shown at o’ 
in Fig. 2 of the drawings, thereby obviating 
the liability of the jacket becoming cut by the 
edges of the rim. The said groove is com 
paratively shallow, and thus the strength of 
the rim is to a great extent unimpaired. 
0 represents the usual cover or jacket which 

envelopes the pneumatic tube t, as shown in 
Fig. 1 of the drawings. Said jacket I form 
with overlapping margins b and b’ and also 
with a tongue d, extending from the jacket 
some‘distance from the edge of the margin b 
and thence toward said edge. The opposite 
margin 79’ is inserted between the tongue d 
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and adjacent margin 1). These overlapping 
parts, however, do not in themselves accom 
plish the object of my invention without the 
addition of the following important structu 
ral features of my invention. In order to 
more e?ectually unite the overlapping mar 
gins of the jacket and more securely lock the 
same in the groove of the rim, I form the jacket 
with the circumferential ribs 6 e, which are 
inserted under the undercut or overhanging 
walls 0 c of the groove and are rounded to 
conform to the reverse~curved surfaces of‘ said 
walls, as shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings. The, -‘ 
jacket is thus effectually interlocked with the 
rim. In addition to these fastenings I form 
the edge of the tongue 01 with a circumferen~ 
tial rib d’, which is seated in a corresponding 
groove 4}, formed on the exterior of the mar 
gin 1)’, adjacent to the rib e. The two mar 
gins of the rim are thus effectually interlocked 
with each other. 
In applying the tire to the rim of the wheel 

the aforesaid overlapping portions of the 
jacket are introduced into the groove 0, and 
by in?ating the tube 25 said parts of the jacket 
become tightly wedged in the said groove, and 
the tongue (1, with its ribs 01’, becomes ?rmly 
interlocked with the grooved portion i of the 
overlapping margin 19’, so as to further insure 
the retention of said-parts of the jacket within 
the groove of the rim 0. 
The jacket is readily removed from the rim 

when desired. The air being in such cases ex 
hausted from the tube 6 allows the jacket to 
be compressed and the tongue I) withdrawn 
from the groove of the rim, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2 of the drawings. 
What I claim as my invention is 
In combination with the pneumatic tube, 

the wheel-rim having the groove ——o—-— formed 
with undercut sides »c—~c--=~ and the jacket 
—-O—- having overlapping marginal portions 
—b—b’-- and formed with the ribs —~e—e— 
and with the groove -—-z'— in the exterior of 
one of said marginal portions, the tongue 
——-cl- on the other marginal portion and the 
rib —-=d’—- on the edge of said tongue enter~ 
ing the groove —1'— substantially as set forth 
and shown. - 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto 

signed my name this 14th day of March, 1895. 
MERRITT .C. GONIVAY. [L. s] 

Witnesses: 
O. L. BENDIXON, 
C. E. TOMLINSON. 
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